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Minutes 
Mid-Atlantic Regional Partnership Committee 

Catoctin Mountain Park, Thurmond MD 
March 22-23, 2014 

 
Attendees:  
MARPC— AHC: Barbara Wiemann, Paula Uhrin, Anne Griffin; AMC-DV: Dan 
Schwartz; BHC: Susan Charkes; BMECC: David Reitz; CVATC: Kevin Shannon, 
Christine  Lauriello;;  MCM:  Mike  O’Connor,  Rosie  Suit;;  NYNJTC:  Walt  Daniels,  Ron  
Rosen, Jim Haggett, Gail Neffinger, Chris Connolly, Pete Zuroff; PATC: Peter Brown, 
Rush Williamson; SATC: Phil Day, Jeff Buehler;  Cindy Radich; WTC: Jan King; YHC 
– Tom Wooley, Gwen Loose.  
 
SC—Judy McGuire 
 
ATC – Ron Tipton, Laura Belleville, Bob Proudman 
ATC-MARO – Karen Lutz; Michele Miller, Bob Sickley, Nicole Wooten, Marian 
Orlousky 
 
APPA  – Rita Hennessy 
 
Phil Day opened the meeting at 9:03 AM and welcomed everyone. This is his last 
meeting as Chair and he is pleased, the group has come a long way. He has been a 
member since 2005, is proud of our accomplishments and there is a lot to look forward 
to.  
He introduced Mel Poole, Park Superintendent who gave us some information about the 
Park and welcomed the group. He then left the meeting. 
 
All attendees introduced themselves with their affiliations.  
 
Phil went over some housekeeping issues. All attendees were given a survey to complete 
and return by the end of the weekend. 
Phil noted that the previous survey provided very useful input into planning for this 
meeting. 
Phil went over Agenda changes: election of officers will be Sunday 9 am; orienting AT 
community will be today. 
 
 
Karen gave personal thanks to everyone for attending. This is one of the most substantive 
meetings we have had. Thanks to Ron and Laura for taking the time to attend this 
meeting.  She  introduced  “ELMO”  card  (Enough    lets  move  on)  or  “getting  into  weeds”  
card. (The idea came from the Foundation Document workshop.)  Thanks to Kelly in 
providing help in organizing meeting. Thanks to Mike OConnor in helping in securing 
this facility. Thanks to Phil for his service as Chair as we move forward. Very pleased the 
way this committee has come together. 
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Approval of Minutes. The Chair introduced the approval of minutes from October 2013, 
Attachment #1. A couple of items still in yellow need clarification.  
Corrections: 
42 is correct. 
June workshop New Hampshire also 
Dutchess Cy should be Dutchess AT Management Committee 
Special use fees changes: NO to limit on LNT policy 
video  “is  at”  not  isat 
Karen will give minor typos to Susan.  
Gwen: provided YHC report from Gwen. 
On MOTION by Rush Williamson, seconded by Ron Rosen, the minutes with these 
corrections were unanimously approved. 
 
Orienting AT Community partners  
Ron Rosen presented Attachment #7, Orienting AT Community partners in the 
cooperative management system. on: we brought this up because one of the communities 
( Haarlem Valley) is moving faster  than the NYNJTC club can keep up. So this is a 
question: how can they fit into the management scheme of the AT? Jim: I gave them info 
on how the AT works. They have had a lot of ideas, some of which violate AT policy. 
Some ideas have been to bring them into MA-RPC meetings and have a dialogue.  Dan: 
This group is already pretty big, it would be even bigger , but I like the idea of bringing 
them into meetings in smaller locations. Rush : I agree and we are more maintaining 
clubs; they are more for economic development. What issues are they bringing out? Jim: 
for example, they organized a hike for mental health, it was probably ok as it was not a 
fundraiser, another thing was to bring youth out and do geocaching; we had to quash that. 
Ron: They are trying to get involved with shelter maintenance. Jim: they intervened with 
a scout troop that wants to renovate a shelter. They are having difficulty integrating into 
our established maintenance structure, going out en masse and doing trail maintenance. It 
is a big education process. Tom: these people are trying to help maintain the Trail; can 
we train them as to how it should be done? Jim: absolutely. We have a trail workshop 
going on; they have people attending. I have offered to explain boundary monitoring. 
Yes, we need help but we need to integrate them. Tom: are there liability issues? Rita: 
yes, if they are not part of Trail maintenance clubs, they have to be covered as part of 
VIP, currently the clubs maintain rosters of volunteers, so if they are on the roster they 
are covered;;  if  they  are  outside  on  their  own  they’d  have  to  file  a  special  agreement  with  
the NPS or possibly with the state agency.  Rush: If I had this in our area I would not like 
it, the local club needs to deal with it and integrate it. Maybe ATC can help as part of the 
process of becoming a Trail Community, to explain how it works. Jim:  we are doing this 
kind of relationship building. Karen:  how is it working for other clubs? what is the 
connection between Trail clubs and communities? Rush: for PATC communities there is 
none. Dan : I was thinking of funding sources for large projects, some of these 
communities  can  apply  for  gov’t  grants  for  these.  Ron:  Haarlem  Valley  was  going  to  do  
this but were not ready; they need a 501c3 org. to be the fiscal manager ; they asked ATC 
who said no, then asked NYNJTC but the problem is they want to be able to spend 
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money without running it through the club. Tom: YHC deals with Duncannon and they 
have become our eyes on the mountain; they help us with maintenance. Some are club 
members.  Mike: MCM is also working with Duncannon. MCM attends committee 
meetings along with SATC. They do not do anything on the Trail without talking to us, 
and if we need help we can ask. Christine: Boiling Springs is putting in benches using 
CVATC for grant funding for this. Karen: is there is a steering committee? Christine says 
it is herself. We just had boundary day. Walt: state parks in NY have friends of parks 
committees; we might be able to learn from them as far as structure and funding. Gail: 
the Warwick planning committee has evaporated but we have a lot of useful contacts 
within the town structure, and we are working with Warwick to integrate Trail events into 
the annual festival. 
Bob Proudman asks if it would help if Trail committee were oriented to the A.T. 
structure, right from the get-go when speaking to Julie and Karen? Jim :yes. Ron R: Yes, 
ATC might want to formalize the curriculum. Bob; that message might be getting lost in 
the discussion about how wonderful it will be to be a Trail Community. Ron R: That 
leads to the renewal process. The suggested time period is 5 years. Pete Zuroff: 
communications is a big deal; for example there were signs being placed within the Trail 
by the community, which were taken down by maintainers. Jim: Tree City renewal is 
every year. Ron R: and should it be this body to review the renewal? Barb: it is this body 
that approves the original application, so it should be this one that approves the renewal. 
For how many of the towns is there a continuing club relationship? Karen: that is what 
we are finding out at this meeting. Tom: The regional office should contact clubs and ask 
how  things  are  going  annually,  so  that  in  5  years  you  don’t  go  out  and  ask  if  they  should  
be renewing. Karen: there is some decentralization in this program, but Julie Judkin has 
organizational  responsibility overall. Tom: so maybe have Julie take care of this. These 
communities are tremendous resources. Rush says he likes 5 years as a renewal because it 
keeps it on the radar, but there needs to be continued involvement and have an annual 
check-in for  the club to report.  Paula: the Trail Community is a resource for funds and 
volunteers. Ron Tipton: this is very informative. These are the kind of start-up problems 
with a new program, but there is so much opportunity for synergy in integrating  the Trail 
with communities I hope we can do this to the maximum. There is a lot to be gained from 
this program. Rush: this is an idea for a workshop at 2015 biennial. Phil: wrapping up and 
summarizing the discussion: (1)  (2) 5 year recertification sounds right; (3)  since the 
RPC approves we should be the reviewer of a recertification;  (4) we should do a better 
job when application process, on how to integrate the community into the AT processes; 
(5)  Rush’s  idea  of    a  biennial  workshop.  Also,  (6)  maybe  it  is  too  much  for  Julie  to  handle  
as the program grows, to be in charge of all these communities. Laura:  some of the 
issues encountered in working with the Trail Community program are the same as when 
we reach out to bring people into our A.T. community, how are we embracing new ideas 
and perspectives and bringing these into the Trail culture? How do we continue to expand 
our horizons and get the next generation to be Trail maintainers and be effective? Walt: 
how about inviting Trail Community leaders to the biennial and have a focus group?  
Rush: I believe it is on the candidate list. Phil notes Ron T. will send feedback to Julie. 
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NPS Report (attachment #2). Rita Hennessy presented the report. The 100th birthday of 
NPS will be a big celebration.  The focus population will be baby boomers and 
millennials.  
The Foundation Document  – will be discussed later in the meeting. 
The National Register of Historic Places nomination: we want to have it listed, and will 
be  putting  this  out  for  review.    We’re  recognizing  that  the  Trail  is  dynamic,  and  
relocations  will  happen.  We’re  hoping  to  get  programmatic  agreements  within  each  state  
so maintenance will be excluded from Section 106 compliance. National Register status 
will provide a much better level of protection for the Trail (for example from threats from 
wind farms etc) but will make it as simple as possible. Karen clarifies; routine Trail 
maintenance that is done by the 31 Trail maintaining clubs that are ordinarily done by 
NPS in other national parks, will be excluded, but major maintenance will not. It will 
help us when we get proposals from pipelines, transmission lines etc. from outside the 
corridor. It will be another protection for the Trail experience. Phil: inclusion  in the 
Register will not be more burdensome. Ron Tipton: I am very supportive of this; however 
we will need a lot of discussion as to what that means, but to say there will be no burden, 
well – we need to understand exactly what the requirements will be before we move 
forward with this idea. Rita: We are dong ME, PA, CT and MA, working with the states 
to have boilerplate agreements as examples as to what is accepted as routine 
maintenance, vs. what NPS has to get approval for. We will have examples for this later. 
Michele: will there be a defined Area of Potential Effect or will we have to tweak it for 
every type? Rita: there will be exceptions, not a specific one.  
Rush: What is the funding process for 21st Century Corps? Rita: there is not a specific 
process yet. 
Rita: note the open positions for Ranger and Environmental Compliance. Ranger 
Remaley’s  top  issue  for  the  meeting  was  the  Norovirus  outbreak  last  year.  There  is  now  a  
new reporting process. 
Dan  asks  about  the  “AT  Seasons  App”  mentioned  in  the  report. 
Marian Orlousky: it is in the review process of review and testing, and should be ready 
for the spring phenology season.  
Pete Brown: we have a concern about the NPS Open Area maintenance policy. Funding 
for Open Area Mgmt has decreased, how will the management be supported? Rita: We 
are moving funding requests to Maintained Landscapes and we hope they will be rated 
higher. Pete: Can ATC fund it? Ron T: We will do our best. It sounds like NPS will be 
able to restore some of these this summer. Rita, we hope so, yes. We have not gotten final 
numbers,  but will figure it out in the next two wks.  
Walt: NYNJTC has a need to find chainsaw trainers. There are not enough to sustain the 
program. Karen asks Bob Sickley when was last train the trainer class. Bob Sickley: 
2004. Bob Proudman: 2012 was the last recertification program but it is not reaching NY. 
This  is  an  issue.  We  thought  we  would  know  the  Federal  policy  by  now  but  we  don’t.  
Walt: Somebody has to push on this, at the top. The clubs are required to have trained 
sawyers but there are not funding programs to train the trainers. Pete B: PATC now has 
someone trained who can help with training. Rita; it is a multi-agency issue; there are 
different views on liability. If ATC wants to jump in, please do. Walt: Liability is an 
issue; trainers need insurance. Bob P: $2MM each is the requirement. Ron [R] asks how 
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much it costs? Bob P: we can ask Peter Jensen. With the USFS postponement of the 
chainsaw directive it set us back. Maybe this body should propose a resolution. We need 
our  federal  partners  to  help  us  out.  APPA’s  chief  ranger  has  decided  we  need  to  use  a  
bonded contractor for training. If we can get capable contractors we now have, not worth 
butting heads. More broadly ATC should pressure our federal partners to give us 
guidance. Karen: Bob S? your thoughts? Bob S: the cadre that went through in 2004 has 
in places retired out. Karen – we talk about maintaining control; what about succession? 
Bob S: We now only have 2 instructors (Lester and Peter) in the region. Karen: we have 
lost a lot of ground and we will have no trainers. Bob P: we are losing trainers. Walt --  I 
move: ATC and NPS should do something to get adequate train the trainers programs and 
make sure there is adequate funding to support insurance/bonding. Rush – we have 
someone who is fully capable as long as someone authorizes him. Dan Dwicky, but he is 
not certified to train. Bob P: there are two issues, one is that ATC should pressure 
agencies to provide instructors. Second issue is who the instructors are and that is 
political. Karen: We are coming to a critical point. The last instructor will retire in less 
than a year.  
Phil restated the MOTION as amended: ATC should provide influence and pressure on 
its federal agency partners to provide guidance on increasing the number of bonded, 
trained and skilled sawyer instructors available to provide instruction to clubs.  
Ron Rosen seconded. 
The motion was APPROVED by unanimous vote. 
 
BRIEF Club reports.  (attached as Appendix.) 
Rush gave an update on biennial.  
Phil: we need clubs to send in reports by April 22d. Susan: or as soon as possible before 
then. 
 
BREAK 10:58 to 11:08. 
 
APPA Foundation document. (Attachment # 3). Rita led the discussion. She provided a 
PowerPoint summary of the document.  
Rita: The comment period ends May 22. A goal is to have Foundation Document for 
every NPS unit by 2016.  It is not a comprehensive plan, but a policy document. It 
provides underlying guidance for management and a single shared vision. It is not a 
decision-making document.  
See if you agree on the priorities in the matrices. 
Use the matrix to provide comments (provided in your packets.) If you can compile 
individual comments into club or cluster comments, please do, but if just individuals that 
is fine. 
If  you  have  a  general  comment,  not  line  by  line,  just  write  the  comment,  don’t  need  to  
refer to specific line numbers on the form. 
Note any comments in minutes but if there are additional comments, you need to get 
them to Rita. 
The document began with input from 3-day workshop, with ATC staff and the RPCs. 
Rita asked Ron Rosen to give his impressions out the 3-day workshop. 
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Ron R: I represented MARPC at the Stakeholder workshop in January 2014. I agree with 
Rita:  Everyone seems to understand the importance of the volunteers for this Park. The 
volunteers were in existence before this Park. The focus on volunteerism is an important 
part of the document,  it became an important piece of the document that the Trail is 
essentially volunteer-run except for what cannot be delegated.  
Rita – this needs to be a working document for you as well. We want this to work for 
you. 
Ron R: it guides priorities. If you have comments on education and outreach, or other 
things that were not there 20 yrs ago those are thing that you can comment on. 
Ron Tipton – (noting he was at the Workshop too.) The Denver Service Center does the 
actual compilation of comments and creation of document using a standard format. I was 
really impressed with participation from volunteer community and thought it would result 
in much better plan. 
 
Ron Rosen: getting viewsheds beyond the corridor is important, potentially for legal 
reasons, making sure it gets into the document. 
 
Judy: why do the special mandates refer to the appendix rather than summarizing. 
Rita: it was so complex. But if you want to make that comment please do. Bob P: ATC 
could do the summary. 
 
Rita describes the Park Atlas. Ron R: this might be a good catch-all for what people need 
to see (for monitoring, and maintenance).  
 
Rita – We want photos for the document. Send your best photos of the Trail, and of 
volunteers. 
There will be a trifold summary of what the Trail is about. 
Send comments to angela_walters@nps.gov 
 
Christine – does it help APPA get more money? 
 Rita – any  park  that  asks  for  funding  must  have  this  document.  This  won’t  help  get  us  
funding for maintenance. 
Karen – but indirectly it helps by showing the underlying values. 
Chrisitne – what about need for more funding and rangers in a region ro sim questin. 
Rita – that is not in this document because it is not a NEPA review, but it can reflect that 
as a threat. 
 
Walt asks about updates in future. 
Rita – there is no process for renewal but this is a living document; it can be amended,. 
 
Tom – does this become official in December? 
Rita – it will be signed off by Wendy Jansen and 3 regional directors in December 2014. 
 
Judy – will  the  group  in  Denver  be  revising  it?  There  may  be  comments  that  don’t  agree. 
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Rita – the Denver group will flag those areas. We will not be doing the editing but will be 
looking at the comments, and will flag area where we need to discuss, among staff. And 
some issues may not be resolved in this document. 
 
Ron – it is the base document that will be used for others. The comp plan has not been 
revised since 1981. 
 
Karen – the comp plan also encompasses all the LMPS from all the clubs. That makes the 
plan a lot longer, about 42 inches of shelf space. 
 
Rita -- your feedback will be greatly appreciated. 
 
Bob P – maybe Judy can work with ATC staff to help ATC provide comments. 
 
Judy – we need to make sure the Trail is described as primitive.  
 
Ron T – I  don’t  think  we  should  be  talking  about  a  primitive  trail.  For  some  people  it  is  
not a positive thing. We can use synonyms.  
 
Tom – The AT is unlike  any  other  National  Park.  We  don’t  have  visitor  centers,  cabins,  
interpretive plans, We have a footpath through the mountains. It is a footpath and in some 
places  it  is  not  even  that.  We  partner  with  the  NPS  but  we  are  different.    We  can’t  make  it  
ADA-accessible. 
 
Rita – we don't want to exclude people.  That is a future planning need. Let's table this 
discussion on accessibility. 
 
Rush – we  have  to  be  very  careful  with  this  word  “primitive”.  We  have  to  be  worried  
about people 20 yrs from now doing things.  
 
Bob P – I would like to work on suitable synonyms. I think there is room for 
compromise. 
 
Gwen – what  about  using  Benton  MacKaye’s  quote  and  reinterpreting  it  for  a  modern  
audience. Bob P – he used primeval and primitive. Rita – put it into a comment.  
Pete Zuroff – “natural”  would  be  accepted.   
 
Rita – we want your comments. 
 
12:05 break for lunch 
1:05 return to meeting 
 
Club reports.  
David asked about is there a new tower proposed at the Pinnacle. Karen – yes.  
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David asked about the PGC rule on group size. Karen –   PA Game Lands regs say a 
group of 11 or more requires a special use permit. One solution could be to amend the Pa 
MOU to say the AT would be excluded. Michele – what about an upper limit on groups? 
Karen -- that was not discussed. Karen asked how many clubs lead hikes on Pa Game 
Lands. [Most raise hands.] Paula – the clubs can split up groups into smaller groups. 
Karen  -- yes and we talked about it. The issue is getting the word to. Phil – and many 
times use an access trail to AT that goes through GL. K we talked about that too.  
 
SATC report. Karen – clarify that races referred to in the report do not occur on the A.T. 
Cindy – true. 
 
ATC Strategic Plan (attachment # 4). 
Ron Tipton and Laura led the discussion. They gave a PowerPoint presentation. 
Ron T – this  will  guide  ATC’s  direction  and  policy  for  the  next  5  yrs.  It  builds  on  past  
plans and expands and alters the focus. Why now? The last plan was 2003 which 
preceded the re-org into Conservancy. We have implemented many aspects of that plan. 
It fits into new leadership at ATC and APPA and fits with APPA Foundation Document 
development. 
Timeline is for the final plan to be approved at the August Board meeting and rolled out 
in fall 2014. The review period for RPC ends April 25th.  
 
Mission and Vision were not changed.  The Five Goals have already been approved by 
the Board. We need input on outcomes and strategies: are they the right ones, are they 
realistic, can they be accomplished within 5 yrs and is there anything significant we are 
missing? 
Comments should be sent to strategicplancomments@appalachiantrail.org. 
Laura:  what is your initial reaction to these goals?  Any comments on the first goal of 
Effective Stewardship. 
Bob P – I liked the order and brevity of the goals. 
Barb W asked for clarification of 20%:  does it apply to boundary? Nicole -- the current 
goal is to monitor every 3-5 years. 
Karen asked about the outcome that is 100% of projects completed. Laura – we should 
have projects phased so that they are completable within a year. Karen – that needs 
rewording because it is confusing. Laura – this is ATC projects not Club projects: high 
priority  land  management  projects.  Not  all  treadway  deficiencies  (for  example  there’s  a  
difference between Walkill project, e.g. and waterbars). Karen – ATC’s  role  is  to  be  the  
guarantor that the Trail is adequately stewarded. Ron T – we will talk about everything 
that needs to be done every year that needs to meet the scope. Dan  -- is it just projects 
that have been funded? Phil -- priority is subjective. Does it refer to Club priority, or 
ATC priority? Defining that will help.  
Rush -  about group use permits; if ATC issues permits they will be issuing 300 a 
summer.  Karen:  No, ATC has no authority to issue permits.  
Rush --  about LNT train-the trainer. Who will be doing training?  AMC already does 
train-the-trainer training. It is an admirable goal but I am not sure ATC should get 
involved. If you want to get involved , just partner with AMC who already does it. Laura 
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– we have staff that are already master educators or are going through the course. There 
was some thought given to how to manage the delivery. Susan – asks about whether this 
program addresses an actual need that has arisen? ATC has a small staff with a lot of 
demands. What is the reason to add new program. Laura – LNT felt that there was a need 
to work with groups.  
 
Ron T -any comments on Proactive Protection? Priority landscapes is a new area of 
emphasis. If adopted we will have to identify which priority areas.  
 
Phil – do you need involvement or commitment from other National Parks? Ron T – yes, 
that is the idea. We are getting positive feedback from the Park Service and Forest 
Service. Phil -- Would  this  guide  ATC’s  efforts?  Ron  T  – yes. Phil – other National Parks 
can set policies that override the AT. Rush – that should be in the APPA foundation 
document. Walt –this is a 5 year plan and large landscape goals would extend beyond it. 
Ron T – we would set goals for landscapes that could be attained in 5 years.  
 
Laura – Comments on Engaged Partners? (goal 4). Walt – there is a tension between 
goals of clubs and ATC, in sharing membership lists and other targets for fundraising.  
Phil – re the outcome of trail communities, make it a goal of effective management of 
communities today before adding more. Ron T – we need to add other partners not just 
clubs. Ron R –  “which  is  a  high  priority”  should  say  “those  communities  that  have  been  
identified  as  a  high  priority”.  Ron  T  – there are some communities that we want to 
prioritize as additional.  We  don’t  just  want  to  keep  adding  communities.  Paula  – it is also 
about setting expectations. Ron R – do you anticipate new kinds of partners? Ron T – 
some kinds of partners might be youth groups. Susan – add a strategy for increasing 
capacity of clubs to take on expanded partnership opportunities, as well as adding new 
partners. Ron T – add state MOUs to the outcome.  
 
Ron T – There is a broader relevancy goal. The first two outcomes are new areas of 
emphasis. We start by trying to understand the barriers to recruitment. We need to 
identify the barrier to involvement.  
 
Tom – I run into a fair amount of Germans on the A.T. I ask them why they come here to 
the AT. It seems the Germans advertise the A.T. more than we do. As far as diversity, 
you have to want to hike to respond to messaging to come to the A.T. Ron T -- Different 
ethnic groups want to do different things. For example Latinos love to be outdoors in 
multi-generational groups. The more we can emphasize the different experiences on the 
Trail the more we can reach different groups. Rita – it is a matter of getting the message 
to bring people to the Trail. We have had success with the TTEC program. 
Judy – getting people on the Trail is one thing but getting people to join a club is a longer 
term  commitment  and  I  don’t  see  where  that  is  in  there.  Also  under  strategies  will  you  
establish a diversity goal for the ATC? Ron T – as to the first question, we have not 
gotten that far. As for 2, if we pursue this goal we will wind up establishing goals for 
diversity. One key goal will be picking new partners.  For example  the Student 
Conservation Association.  
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Phil – a comment on physical benefits. ATC could partner with health organizations to 
widely publicize the tangible health benefits of hiking. Look  at  the  success  of  “Biggest  
Loser.”   
Gail – ATC has been asked to play an advisory role in new movie on Walk in the Woods 
starring Nick Nolte and Robert Redford. 
Dan –Asians are another growing minority population, as well as Hispanics and African 
Americans; they like to hike. 
Ron T – diverse populations are very different from each other. There are ways to work 
w diverse populations. 
Paula – need to communicate the message to other populations. 
Rita – AMC was recognized for Outdoors Rx program to promote health benefit of 
outdoor recreation to families. 
Tom – 80%  of  users  use  10%  of  the  Trail,  don’t  want  to  increase  use  of  overused  areas.   
Susan – need  to  get  the  A.T.’s  unique  character  into  any  diversity  program  of  diversity.  
ATC’s  goal  should  be  to  increase population of those who love the A.T. not just increase 
population of hikers.  
 
Ron T -- Sustainable Funding goal – raising more money from individuals, corporations 
and foundations. We will developing a 5-year revenue projection. We do not have the 
specifics there yet. We are more interested in the substance of the plan than how we pay 
for it. Phil – is this goal achievable? Ron T -- membership has grown steadily and we 
have not invested in new membership. We could have a larger membership goal. Walt – I 
recall a larger goal from 2003 of 90000. They did achieve a big increase but not as much 
as the goal. Dan – Partnering with other organizations might help achieve goals of getting 
things done for example new multimodal funds in PA require working w municipalities. 
 Ron T – we have been working w AFL-CIO conservation alliance, working with our 
volunteers on A.T. work in state parks. 
Judy – is there anything you are not going to do to be able to achieve this? 
Karen -- and also ask what are we not doing now. 
Phil – SATC partnered with Norfolk Southern, their volunteers had a service day. Work 
with private corporations. Also maybe partnering with casinos can get access to gaming 
revenue for municipalities. 
 
 
3 PM break. 
Return 3:15 
 
MOU prioritization. (Attachment 5). Discussion led by Rita and Karen. Bob P comments 
that the A.T. is like the United Nations. Good to review them every 10 years. It is two 
sovereign entities. Karen shows existing PA MOU– all agencies across whose land we 
pass. Rita – it is good to review them regularly. Rita – there are also MOUs with 
individual National Parks. The dates for planned renewal are target dates. Karen – MOUs 
are important but what is more important is the relationships we have with these agency 
partners which is time-consuming. Barb – why Acadia? Rita – for law enforcement. We 
probably  won’t  renew  it.  Maryland  is  expired  but  in  effect.  Bob  P  – states do honor 
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agreements  even  if  expired.  Rita,  but  we  don’t  want  them  to  lapse  for  a  long  period  
because it could be argued in court that it expired.  Karen -- we are looking for feedback 
that would make us move things on the priority list. Barb -- when should renewal of PA 
agreement start; it is expiring in 2016. Rita – it is a matter of resources, maybe clubs can 
help us move things along. Karen – every state is different and the relationships we have 
vary. Michele -- how vulnerable are we on lapsed or no MOU. Rita – we still have 
relationships  even  though  we  don’t  have  an  MOU  in  Vermont.  GA,  TN,  NC  are  all  USFS  
land. Tom – what about an evergreen?  Rita – we  won’t  sign  such  an  agreement.  And  
review is good. Bob P – club agreements are perpetual. 
 
Club MOUs (new business, not on the agenda). 
 Jim – there is a discrepancy between the  NY and CT MOUs. CT was given 
responsibility for land that is in NY. We have been trying to iron that our for 13 months. 
It is not final but we are moving in the right direction. 
 
Ron R -- is it a goal to review all the club MOUs? Karen – they are from 1987. The 
Mission has broadened from Trail maintaining. None of these responsibilities are laid out. 
Bob  P – there are many global planning initiatives. Once we get over that hump we 
should reapply ourselves to local planning. Karen – if  clubs  don’t  have  the  capacity  to  
expand responsibilities, maybe add additional partners who do. 
 
TTEC Update – Barb.  Last summer there was a training institute for 50 new teachers. 
The  program  is  bringing  lots  of  students  to  the  A.T.  Unfortunately  we  probably  won’t  be  
able to do the full program this year, because of likely cuts in funding. Rita – all 
programs have taken cuts. Also, funders like to give seed money, not continuing funds.  
We need to look at different types of funding to continue the program.  Anne -- what is 
the per-teacher cost?  Rita -  if  we  don’t  do evaluations, maybe $2000-$2500 per teacher. 
Maybe we could charge a fee. Anne – maybe some clubs would be willing to put grant 
money aside. Ron R asks what will happen. Barb – there will be a conference call soon as 
to what can be held. Ron –can the program share the materials with clubs or 
organizations that want to do this? Barb – the curriculum is available. Rita – there is 
material for a teacher workshop and there is material that teachers have developed for 
individual teachers. Karen – it will be posted if it is not already. Barb – every club should 
have a TTEC contact, distributed to RPC last meeting. She seeks success stories. Keep in 
touch with the teachers as they may be your future volunteers. Pete Zuroff -- what is 
being done to engage thru-hikers to get involved. Rita – Laura Pottiger sends people a 
package but it has not had a real success because most of them are in a transition period 
after they finish. 
 
Stewardship Council Report ( Attachment 6). 
Gail -- ATC will pay for one person per club but no travel expenses. And there is space 
for one extra person but no expenses.  The people we want to attend are those who have 
not  done  so  before.  We  don’t  want  to  preach  to  the  choir.   
 
Any feedback on the Web-based training let him know. 
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Discussion of The Register. Bob P -- it has improved over the last few months, mostly 
due to Beth Critton. Gail – it’s  up  to  the  clubs  to  re-distribute it. Dan – the 
communication department has established the format which is consistent with the ATC 
brand --  can we change that?  Bob P – the regional newsletters are really exciting. Javier 
has established  a template. It can be brought up to Javier. Barb – the  links  don’t  work  if  I  
print out to give to people w/o email. 
Ron R -- can the whole issue be done in  PDF for those people? Bob P – yes. Karen – 
how big a problem is this? [clubs polled;  it seems 2-10% of maintainers do not have 
email.] 
 
Gail-- Are there issues to bring back to Stewardship Council? 
 
(Seem to be none.) 
 
 
We will discuss the fee issue tomorrow. 
 
Brief club Reports (see attachments) 
 
 
Bob S – PTC is not here to give report. I have been working w PTC to design a new 
sustainable trail between Little Gap and Lehigh Furnace Gap. Also note the Sustainable 
design workshops May 8 or June 7. Gwen --what about recording these. 
Tom – will the new Trail will go up the rocks. Karen – we will have a sustainable design 
from the floor of the Gap to the top of the Ridge.  
 
Housekeeping matters: 
Phil: next meetings 
Oct 25 2014 – Giant Linglestown Rd 
For Spring 2014, we moved it to 3d week of March, should we continue with the 3d 
week? [no objection.] 
So -  
March 21-22 2015 
Oct 24 2015 fall meeting Giant Linglestown Rd 
 
Bob S – Each  club’s  Trail  assessment  data  and  capital  plan  were  on  discs  distributed  
today. We are not looking for updates now. 
 
4:48 Adjourn for the day. 
 
 
March 23 
The meeting was reconvened by the Chair, Phil Day, at 8:56AM. 
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[Attendance note: not here for Sunday session. Bob Sickley , Bob Proudman, Gwen 
Loose, Judy McGuire, Kevin Shannon.. 
 
Election of Officers. 
Phil reviewed the By-Laws section on officers. Officers may serve no more than 3 
consecutive  terms.  At  the  conclusion  of  the  meeting  Phil’s  term  will  be  completed.  He  
appointed a nominating committee in fall 2013 Rosie, Barb and Phil were members.  
 
Rosie presented the slate of nominations:  Ron Rosen for Chair, Anne Griffin forVice 
Chair, Susan Charkes for Secretary.  Any further nominations? [None.] Rosie moved the 
nominations by acclimation.  Pete Brown seconded . The MOTION was APPROVED 
unanimously.  Phil asked Ron to tell about himself briefly, which he did. Ron led a thank 
you for Phil, noting that he served 7 years. He was the longest serving MARPC Chair. 
Ron gave Phil a token of appreciation from the MARPC:  a gavel with ATC on one end 
and Boot on the other. He asked Phil to continue attending meetings as Chair emeritus.  
Phil thanked everyone and said he will still be here. 
Phil asked Anne to tell about herself. Phil introduced Susan. Karen asked Susan to tell 
about herself.  
Phil thanked Mike  O’Connor  for  his  help  on  arranging  the  meeting  facility.   
 
Phil reminded people to fill out the evaluations and give them to Karen, Kelly will 
compile. 
Phil -- Ron  R will be on the committee to review the LL Bean Grants. 
 
Brief Club Reports. See appendix. 
 
American Chestnut program. (attachment 8) 
Marian Orlousky presented what is going on with Chestnuts on the AT. It is functionally 
extinct because the saplings cannot reach adulthood. There are resistant individuals that 
can reach adulthood and produce nuts. TACF is seeking to restore the chestnut by 
breeding resistant trees and reintroducing them to Eastern woodlands. It can be an early 
successional species and in poor soils such as Palmerton superfund site.  On the A.T. the 
MEGA Transect chestnut program tracks chestnuts along the Trail. It gives data about 
their status, and preferred habitat for reintroductions. Michele- there are young flowering 
trees at Palmerton.  Marian -- Another project is the seed orchards that seek to create 
resistant trees. If any club has an interest in using open areas for an orchard for that, 
contact Casey Reese.  There is a list of contacts if you want to get involved in monitoring 
in each state. And acf.org has resources. The site is 
ecosystems.psu.edu/research/chestnut/reports/mega-transect. AMCDV is cohosting a 
workshop May 31 at Lehigh Gap Nature Center. Any other club wanting to host a 
workshop should contact Marian. 
 
Corridor stewardship. (attachment 9) 
Nicole Wooten -- In 2013 100% of clubs reported and all clubs got out in the field. Out of 
the corridor 287.9 miles covered in 2013, and in MAR 120-150 miles, about 30%.  There 
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are several interagency efforts. ATC is working on getting the data on monument GPS 
locations; looking to hire a GIS database specialist for this, who will also help on creating 
new corridor monitoring databases. One question is how often does the corridor need to 
be monitored. Ideally the entire corridor every year. But that is not practicable. So  1-3 
years for monitoring and 3-5 years for maintenance (refreshing signs and blazes). In 2014 
she plans to get out to clubs and do workshop, in addition to maintenance and monitoring 
workshops. Will be doing another hunter education program with AMCDV on 1st day of 
spring gobbler season May 3d.  WTC will be doing a boundary hike where they will walk 
the boundary. Phil asks when is the best time. Nicole -- Spring and fall.  During hunting 
season is a good time because you can get the message to hunters. Of course wear bright 
colors. Explain the point that there is no hunting on park service lands. Phil -- how 
confrontational are these encounters?. Karen -- it depends on how the message is 
delivered. Nicole – tell them also about other places to hunt. Most people are receptive. 
Ron T -- what is the most difficult issue besides hunting? Nicole – ATVs. They cause a 
lot of damage and it is hard to prevent them from climbing through the corridor and onto 
the  trail.  I’d  really  like  the  new  Field  Rnager  to  work  on  this  when  he  or  she  is  hired.  Pete  
Z—what about using automatic trip cameras? Nicole – they can be useful; it takes a lot of 
planning. Tom – Todd put up cameras in the YHC section, and got photos of people who 
we knew who they were, and Todd went over to them and talked to them. Michele --  
what about mountain bikes. Nicole – the biggest problem was around White Rocks where 
there was historical use. Phil – hunting stands are encroachment? Nicole – yes they are 
considered abandoned property.  
New T-Shirts are ready.   
In the fall I will be leaving ATC to purse a Masters of Environmental Management at 
Yale School of Forestry. Thanks to everyone.   
Phil  expresses gratitude on begalf of all the clubs for her energy and enthusiasm, and 
wishes her luck. 
Rita – The A.T. has more boundary than any other NPS unit except  Wrangell St Elias in 
Alaska. Of course we are the only volunteer corps that monitors the boundary effectively. 
 
Break 10:05 AM. Cleaned up Dining hall. Reconvene 10:21 
 
ATC Conservation report. (attachment 10)  
Laura -- ATC applied for 21st Century Conservation Corps that will help with funding 
some programs, including trail crews and try to encourage that younger demographic. 
Also we engaged with other trail organizations to meet with congressional representatives 
and agency leadership for Hike the Hill. Land acquisition is still an issue, especially 
extending protection to the viewshed and several other land areas. In 2014 we did not 
receive funding for it. This year we may have some projects funded, there are 3 in the 
first tier and in the 2d tier a project adjacent to White Rocks. Wilderness Skills Institute – 
is a program that Andrew Downs started in collboration with USFS and The Wilderness 
Society to help train the trail crew on skills. The course is very popular and we will be 
looking to expand the training. The other highlight is the design guide for new signs in 
Trail Community kiosks. The guide is or will be on the ATC website. It is on the PATC 
site.  The trailhead sign design guide is not final. Barb - can signs be used for 
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communities that are not Trail Communities yet? Karen – yes, and if and when they 
become a Trail Community just add the logo.  Another highlight is the volunteer in 
Damascus who is reaching out to help other communities with projects that seek to 
increase outreach for youth and millennials.  We would like to have a party at the 
Biennial. Rita -- what about working with MYLE and Matthew Browning, Laura  -- will 
contact them. Another area is the wind farm in the Maine Woods. We agreed not to 
oppose it but not to support it. We have agreed in the settlement it would have a negative 
impact on the AT and would not help it but we will not actively oppose it. Ron T -- and 
we would not be able to win if we opposed it.  Laura – Finally., we will be a consultant 
for the Section 106 process for White Mountain pass. And, as Karen said yesterday, there 
is a Berks County proposal for a new tower in proximity to the A.T.  
 
Rita discussed the Youth Summit and noted that there were 3 youths who were involved 
in the groundwork at the Youth Summit and now attending university environmental 
management programs. 
 
Gail asked about campfires. Karen – the SC is working on cataloging where fires are 
allowed  or  not.  It  varies  by  agency.  It’s  tough  to  answer  those  questions  and  tougher  for  
the public to know where it is permitted. Dan – and there are seasonal restrictions even if 
permitted. Karen – look at the matrix and give corrections and comments to me. 
 
MARO report. (Attachment #10) 
Karen -- GREAT news about PA AT license plate. Last Wed nesday Gov. Corbett signed 
the law. It took 8 years to get to this point. Tags will be ready 117 days from today. We 
have 3500 ATC members in PA. And there are many thousands of other A.T. users. Get 
the word to your clubs and other people you see hiking the Trail. ATC will generate $15 
per plate sold/year, which have to remain in PA but there will be no problem finding 
funding needs.  Last week NC TN and GA have generated over $1MM since the tags in 
those states started. As soon as we learn the form is ready, we will let you know. Walt 
asks about NY and NJ. Karen says nothing is happening. Ron R – NY says they would 
not do any more special plates. Karen – PA said that too. Every state has a process. Mike 
asked about MD. Karen – there are a re lot of members and users in MD, we should at 
least inquire. 
We have covered Palmerton, just to see what is going on there. Two workshops May 8 
and June 7. It is a 5-10 yr project. Michele- they have done aerial application of seed and 
nutrients, have installed natural resource islands.  They’re  planting  some  chestnuts  there  
too,  some  are  in  flower.  There’s  an  amazing  amount  of  change,  species  are    coming  up  
like gangbusters.    
Karen --  Susquehanna Roseland compensation will be $60MM, of which $50MM will 
go to DWG, and $10MM to restore for loss of trail values on the  A.T. A piece will go 
toward acquiring an extraordinary 4600 acre tract just north of Wind Gap called the PA 
American Water Co tract. We are working with The Conservation Fund and coming up 
with additional funding, And we will use some of the funding for Walkilll River crossing. 
Probably a 5-10 year project. It will be an experience similar to Pochuck but with 
extraordinary wildlife viewing opportunities.  
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Lastly, the budget, in attachment to keep you informed. The total budget for this region is 
about $1MM. 
 
Ron T – last Monday the 2015 Walk off the War began on Springer. This year there has 
been a lot of collaboration and not much controversy. The NPS has proposed a general 
agreement with the group and ATC. They are better organized and more carefully 
selected hikers this year. Did LTN training before. This event will promote the A.T. 
Film  “A  Walk  in  The  Woods.”  Robert  Redford  and  his  Wildwood  production  company  
will do the film beginning late next month. It will all be filmed in Georgia but not the 
A.T. itself. They want to present the authentic Trail experience.  It is an enormous 
opportunity for the Trail to get positive exposure. Redford and Nolte are starring. There 
may be some opportunities to use the film to promote our orgs and get a financial benefit.  
 
Dan – what was the result of the film used this past year as a membership draw?  Ron T – 
it was very successful. The goal was 2180 and we got more than 3000.  
 
Rosie – didn’t  we  once  talk  about  revising  the  Website?  It would have one face for 
public and one for trail management.  [The staff agrees this was discussed.] Ron R – we 
are now developing an Intranet. Laura recommended the Intranet be accessible to club 
members, but there is also the volunteer toolbox. If you have any ideas for the site, to 
make it interactive or provide more value, send  them to Laura and she will pass on to 
Javier. Rita – and make sure the Atlas is linked in. Rosie – on the AT Journeys archive 
the entire magazine is not on. No answer on that. 
 
Rush. How much of the Trail is not secured? Laura: we are 99% done. The New River 
right of way, is almost done which is a good chunk of the 1% and the rest is on public 
water areas. So that is about all we will be getting. 
 
New developments in accessibility guidelines.  
Susan gave a presentation on the new guidelines for trails under the Architectural 
Barriers Act issued by the Access Board. 
 
Fee position paper. (Attachment #12). 
Gail -- The statement is up for approval. It will go back to the Stewardship Committee. 
Are there any questions or modifications?  Phil – if fees are being charged to use the A.T. 
does the money come back to support the Trail? Gail – 2a would require this. Smoky Mtn  
National Park says they will use the fees to develop a reservation system. Rush – this 
would not affect the existing fees though. Karen --  it is getting out in front of the next 
time. Walt – it is not retroactive. The MOTION by Ron R, seconded by Jan, to endorse 
the statement as presented, was APPROVED by unanimous vote.   
 
New Business 
 
Phil -- any new business? 
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Community Partnership Renewal: Ron R – we did not get a sense of the assembly. Do we 
want  to  ask  for  letters  of  support  for  renewal?  I’d  suggest  not.  Rosie  asks  if  they’d  go  
back to the existing letters. Barb – I’d  like  to  know  there  is  still  community  support.  Rush  
– want to see not letter but their track record. Ron – the attachment has all that. Rush – it 
doesn’t  matter  what  support  they  have  if  they  have  not  done  what  they  said  they’d  do.    
Ron asks if we should ask third parties. (General response was neutral on the issue.) 
About event: Should there be a new ceremony? Karen suggests they do it as part of their 
annual event.  Ron – any ideas for package for renewal?  Several suggest something to 
add to the sign, and a press release. 
 
No more new business. 
 
Phil -- Reminder of next meetings: 
Oct 25 2014 – Giant Linglestown Rd 
March 21-22 2015 location TBD 
Oct 24 2015 --  Giant Linglestown Rd 
 
 
Thanks to Ron T, Laura, Karen and MARO, Rita and APPA. Thanks to all of you for 
your work   
 
The meeting was adjourned at 12:03 PM. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Susan Charkes 
Secretary 
 


